What happened just before the main event?

Main Event
brainstormed w/MQ’s “What Really Happened”

What happened just after the main event?

Opening:

Closing:

-be like a JET -

-hover like a helicopter-

Add details to your before box
Main Event
brainstormed w/ Media Question's “What Really Happened”
Johnny killed Bob

POV. “I”
You are Johnny talking to his attorney explaining/showing What Really Happened.

Use separate paper to complement EVENT!

This is your Main Event!
Media Questions-

- Brainstorm as much as you can for each of the five media questions. Use your sensory tree map for language. Redundancy is okay here. Use a different page for each question.

- 1) What were you doing?
- 2) What were those around you doing?
- 3) What were you thinking?
- 4) How were you feeling?
- 5) Describe the scene.
#1: What were you doing when . . .

- Socs arrive/get to you
- Surrounded/ Bob gives order
- Ponyboy drowning
- Decision time/ Stabbing
- Bob is dead/ What now?
- Looks
- Sounds
- Smells
- Feels
- Tastes